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Dear colleagues, 

We were recently approached by our colleague Rob Hagmeijer (UT) about possibly setting up a 
discussion forum related to a medical care problem that is presently becoming increasingly 
relevant, in the serious corona crisis. It has to do with the spread of viruses of patients undergoing 
a ventilation therapy in intensive care units. 
Gaining more insight in the actual spread of the virus in such a situation is of course very relevant 
for minimizing the risk of the virus spreading, and hence also for the well-being and safe-
feeling of healthcare personnel. 
Rob Hagmeijer has summarized the problem in the document attached. 
We will open up a discussion forum and we invite anybody to join who feels able to contribute to 
the discussion about this issue. 

How can you join?  
If you want to join the JMBC-COVID-Team, please send an email to I.J.L.M.Hoekstein-
Philips@tudelft.nl. 
The discussion forum will run via Microsoft Teams. In Microsoft Teams you can discuss, have 
meetings, and upload or download files. Rob will be the coordinator/moderator. The JMBC will be 
present on the background. 
Most universities have a licence for Teams. If you don’t have Teams available (TU Delft has no 
licence), you can download it freely for all kind of platforms via : https://products.office.com/nl-
nl/microsoft-teams/download-app.  

You will receive a message from us with a button. If you click on that button you will be able to 
join.  
There are  two items in the menu: Posts and Files 

In Posts you will be able to contribute by submitting (short) messages, and to give replies to other 
messages. In that way we hope to organize a discussion. Please be careful, we do this with 
potentially around 200 people (probably less), so we all have to keep an eye on how fast and 
orderly this grows. If you have a larger message or note you want to share you might better add it 
to the Files-section instead of writing a message (see below). 
In Files you can upload or download documents.   
We do hope that the discussion may lead to a clear result, i.e. a clear recommendation of the best 
ventilation technique and the required safety precautions to be taken. 

We wish you all stay safe and healthy! 

GertJan van Heijst 
 



What is the spread of viruses in various ventilation therapies? 

This question is currently raised by hospital staff in view of the range of candidate 
ventilalation therapies to treat COVID-19. They are worried about the risk they are 
being exposed to. This is for a big part a fluid mechanical problem and therefore we 
like to invite all interested member of the JM Burgerscentrum- National Research 
School for Fluid Mechanics- to join in formulating a view on this problem. 

The fundamental question from a fluid mechanical perspective probably is:

- What is the relative difference in the virus number density distribution over the

space around the patient for the various ventilation therapies?

A brief listing of the various ventilation therapies is given on the remaining pages of this 
document (IV, NIV, CPAP, NHFT, VM).


It seems that the therapies can be subdivided into three classes:

1) exhaled air returned to machine (IV)
2) exhaled air returned to environment through a filter (IV, NIV, CPAP)
3) exhaled air returned to environment directly (all except IV )
Note: Some therapies appear in multiple classes because they can be applied in different
ways.

At first sight, it seems evident that class-1 methods are the safest, followed by class-2 
methods, and that class-3 methods are the unsafest. However, market-leader Fisher & 
Paykel presented a graph on their website that claims that HFT is the safest in terms of 
what the call ‘dispersion distance’ or ‘maximum exhaled air distance’. 
(https://resources.fphcare.com/content/flow-matters-edition-10-pm-620109.pdf). 
This graph causes a lot of uncertainty and discussion amongst hospital staff members, 
and it is the main reason for the present quest to JMBC members to help out in 
formulating a common view. 

The idea is to provide hospitals with our common view on this problem in order to help 
them to make decisions in choosing the appropriate ventilation techniques and pre-
cautions.


We are absolutely sure that all of you will be convinced about the importance and the 
relevance of the problem, and we are looking forward to receiving your expertise-view on 
the matter.


Yours sincerely, 

dr. Rob Hagmeijer, Engineering Fluid Dynamics, University of Twente.


and 

prof. dr. ir. GJF van Heijst, Scientific Director JM Burgerscentrum 
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Useful links: 

https://www.elsevier.com/connect/coronavirus-information-center

https://www.journalofhospitalinfection.com/article/S0195-6701(18)30542-5/fulltext

https://www.hkmj.org/abstracts/v20n4s4/9.htm

https://www.journalofhospitalinfection.com/article/S0195-6701(19)30479-7/fulltext

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanres/article/PIIS2213-2600(20)30079-5/fulltext

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00134-020-05979-7

https://www.who.int/publications-detail/clinical-management-of-severe-acute-
respiratory-infection-when-novel-coronavirus-(ncov)-infection-is-suspected
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Invasive ventilation (IV) involves an endotracheal tube to serve as an artificial 
airway and therefore is invasive. The objectives are primarily to provide oxygen, remove 

carbon dioxide, decrease the work of breathing.


Characteristics:

- ventilation tube inserted in trachea (airway entrance)

- alternating pressure resulting in alternating flow, possibly triggered by patient

- pressure-driven or volume-driven mode

- exhaled air returns to machine, or returns filtered to environment
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Non-invasive ventilation (NIV) is the use of breathing support administered 
through a face mask, nasal mask, or a helmet. Air, usually with added oxygen, is given 
through the mask under positive pressure; generally the amount of pressure is alternated 
depending on whether someone is breathing in or out. It is termed "non-invasive" 
because it is delivered with a mask that is tightly fitted to the face or around the head, but 

without a need for tracheal intubation (a tube through the mouth into the windpipe).


Characteristics:

- alternating pressure resulting in alternating flow, triggered by patient

- exahaled air might return filtered or unfiltered to environment
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Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) is a form of positive airway 
pressure ventilator, which applies mild air pressure on a continuous basis. It keeps the 
airways continuously open in people who are able to breathe spontaneously on their own, 
but need help keeping their airway unobstructed. Thus, the ventilator itself does not cycle 
during CPAP, no additional pressure above the level of CPAP is provided, and patients 
must initiate all of their breaths.


Some experts have raised concerns that using CPAP machines may put hospital workers 
at risk by creating a mist of droplets containing the virus. But Britain's National Health 
Service has recommended the devices be used to treat coronavirus patients, saying the 
risk of infection is low so long as staff wear personal protective equipment.


Characteristics:

- continuous excess pressure to open up airway tubes

- exahaled air might return filtered or unfiltered to environment
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Nasal High-flow (NHFT) therapy, often also high flow nasal cannula(e) (HFNC) or 
high flow nasal oxygen (HFNO), is a type of respiratory support method that delivers a 
high flow (liters per minute) of air to a patient through an interface (nasal cannulae) 
intended to create a wash-out of the upper airway. The air is heated (37 Celcius), 
humidified (100%), and oxygenised.


Characteristics:

- continuous flow (100% humidity, 37 Celcius, oxygenized)

- two jets into the nostrils to wash out nasal cavity before inhalation

- flow rate larger than inhalation flow rate

- surplus of flow escapes to the environment (prongs occupy 50% of nostril openings)

- exhaled air escapes to environment
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The venturi mask (VM), (misleading name!) also known as an air-entrainment mask, is a 
medical device to deliver a known oxygen concentration to patients on controlled oxygen 
therapy. The mask was invented by Moran Campbell at McMaster University Medical 
School as a replacement for intermittent oxygen treatment. Venturi masks are considered 
high-flow oxygen therapy devices. This is because venturi masks are able to provide total 
inspiratory flow at a specified FiO2 to patients therapy. The kits usually include multiple 
jets, which are usually color-coded, in order to set the desired FiO2. The mechanism of 
action is usually incorrectly quoted as depending on the venturi effect. Despite there 
being no evidence for this, many textbooks and journal articles cite this as the 
mechanism. However, a fixed performance oxygen delivery system, despite often being 
called a venturi mask works on the principle of jet mixing.





Characteristics:

- continuous flow of oxygen

- air entrainment

- jet-mixing

- exhaled air returned to environment

-
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